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On MES Website
WORK LOAD RETURN CLASS ‘S’ TO ‘D’: Q/E DEC 2018
1.
Work Load Return in respect of this Command showing the names of contractors of class „S‟
to „D‟ & un-enlisted firms showing value of work in hand, approx value of work completed and
remarks regarding their capability of handling more load or otherwise is forwarded herewith as
under:(a)

Appx „A‟ contains list of working contractors of respective class of this Command.

(b)
Appx „A-1 to A-6‟ contain list of working contractors of respective class of other
Commands.
(c)

Appendix „B‟ contains list of un-enlisted/provisionally enlisted contractors.

(d)
Appendix „C‟ contains list of enlisted contractors having no workload at present but
banned for issue of tenders due to reasons mentioned against them. The list also contains
names of contractors declared un-enlisted due to various reasons and UE contractors whose
contracts were cancelled.
2.
There may be ban on certain firms on account of late/non submission of demand drafts for
cost of tender and non-depositing of amount equal to EMD on revocation of tender. The intimation
of ban so imposed is invariably being given by the Accepting Officers to all formations. Therefore
while issuing tender, this aspect shall be checked at the level of tender issuing authority.
3.
Certain contractors are not considered capable of handling more load as per remarks given
in Appendix „A‟ to „C‟ of the subject report. If there is any court case for issue of tender to such
contractors, action should be taken as per court directive to avoid contempt of court order & this HQ
be informed accordingly.
4.
Certain firms have been declared un-enlisted due to change in constitution and are banned
for the purpose of issue of tenders. The ban on such firms shall deemed to be lifted automatically
once the firms are reconstituted and the letter for change of constitution of date subsequent of this
WLR is produced by the contractor. No separate amendment will be issued to the WLR on this
account in between the quarter.
5.
The WLR duly signed is being uploaded on web site “www.mes.gov.in” which can be referred
to and downloaded from this site. No hard copy is being sent. The formations/contractors seeking
any change may approach this HQ with details in support of their contention at the earliest possible.
6.
Remarks under last column of Appendices have been approved by Command Chief
Engineer.
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